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HAND TIED EXTENSIONS
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suggested home maintenance

Only use sulfate-free shampoo on your extensions and keep conditioner away
from the sewn weft area. Gather hair in a low ponytail at the back of the neck and
condition from this area down. Keep other products that contain high amounts of
alcohol, oily or waxy products away from sewn weft area as well.text

Only use salon quality products on your extensions. Using high quality products
will extend the lifespan of your hair extensions. Discuss which products are a
good fit for your hair with your stylist

Hair extensions do not produce the natural oils that my own hair does. For this
reason, hair extensions can become dry. Using proper products such as salon
quality moisturizing shampoos and conditioners along with moisture treatments,
hair oils and heat protection sprays are highly recommended.

It is especially important to be gentle with your hair extensions. They are
attached to small amounts of your own hair. While hair extensions themselves
will not harm your hair, rough handling of them will pull your hair and may cause
damage.

Add a little bit Brush extensions 2-3 times a day with the recommended hair
extension brush. Start at the bottom and work your way up to avoid damage to
your extensions. Always pull extensions into a covered hair tie or braid while
sleeping. Never go to bed with wet hair. Sleeping on a silk pillowcase is highly
recommended.of body text
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You will need a maintenance appointment every 6-8 weeks to have wefts
moved up.  Failure to move up extensions regularly may result in a higher-
than-expected cost for reapplication.

Curling irons, flat irons and hot rollers may be used, but keep in mind that
extensions are made with human hair they will damage as such, using heat
protectant products are strongly recommended to prevent damage and split
ends.

Salt water and chlorine can cause damage, dryness and discolouration like your
own hair. To minimize these effects, wet hair completely in a shower and apply
a conditioner to the ends. After swimming, shampoo and condition as normal

In order to extend the life of your extensions it is recommended to only wash
every 2- 3 days if not longer. Most clients find that they have to wash their hair
less often with extensions especially with the aid of a dry shampoo.

Some extension shedding is normal and to be expected. Average client hair loss
is 50-150 hairs a day. A full head application covers approximately one third of
the head. You can expect to see naturally released hairs trapped in the
attachments after some time. This is normal and should not be interpreted as
hairs pulled from the scalp by the extensions themselves.

suggested home maintenance


